both. For instance, an ant might first walk just beyond the fork being sure to turn through a small angle to do so, and then turn in the opposite direction to measure its angle with respect to the remaining branch. If that angle is small the ant is heading away from the nest and if it is large the ant is going home.
In whatever way the measurement is made, it requires some effort, raising the question: under what conditions do ants bother to assess the geometry of a fork? Do they do it at every fork that they notice, or only when they are in a state of uncertainty, after joining a trail, or when they are confused after interacting with other ants that they meet on a busy trail? The dimA locus encodes a central component in the DIF-1 response pathway, and consistent with expectations, Foster et al. [12] found that dimA -mutants preferentially enter the pre-spore region of cell aggregates over the pre-stalk area. In chimeras with an initial 50:50 ratio of wild-type to dimA -cells, the cell-type ratio within the pre-spore cell population became 34:66. At this stage, the dimA -pre-spore cells appeared to lack any major defects in cell motility or other traits that might compromise their ability to convert into mature spores and thereby win the competition for limited spore slots over wild-type cells.
But superior access to the prespore stage of D. discoideum development turned out to be a misleading sign of cheating. When they counted the relative number of both cell types among mature spores, Foster et al. [12] found that the dimA -mutants lost the numerical dominance they had exhibited in the pre-spore stage. Not only had the prospective cheats lost majority status during spore differentiation, but they were actually under-represented by a factor of two among mature spores relative to pre-spores (65:35 wild-type:dimA -spore ratio).
In clonal wild-type development, nearly all pre-stalk cells in D. discoideum end up in the stalk, with very little transdifferentiation between the prespore and pre-stalk cell fates. In contrast, in wild-type:dimAchimeras, a large number of wildtype pre-stalk cells appear to switch fate and in the process exclude most dimA -cells from final spore differentiation. Thus, dimA -defection from pre-stalk contribution is fruitless in the end because of the pleiotropic exclusion of dimA -pre-spore cells from the final spore-cell fate.
How generally important is intrinsic defector inferiority, pleiotropy in particular, for the stabilization of cooperation? While a complete answer is distant, initial insight can be gleaned from previous observations of fruitful and fruitless defection in microbes. First, the ease of obtaining cheaters by a single mutation or a few mutations [3,13-17] suggests that a significant percentage of loci determining cooperation versus defection are not subject to defector-inferiority constraints, at least in microbes. If many defection mutations result in successful cheating, then higher levels of cheater control will be important for the evolutionary success of cooperation.
Nonetheless, fitness inferiority has been observed in a number of microbial defectors. Several mutants of the social bacterium Myxococcus xanthus that defect from signal contribution during social development are inferior social competitors [16, 18] . Similarly, a D. discoideum defector from extra-cellular adhesin production suffers from its asocial strategy by losing access to fruiting aggregates [19] .
In the gut bacterium Escherichia coli, defector inferiority is accomplished by the physical linkage of one gene controlling a social contribution to a second gene important for survival [11] . Many strains of E. coli carry a plasmid that contains a colicin gene for killing sensitive competitors [20] . Defection from colicin contribution could occur via plasmid loss. However, colicin plasmids also carry the gene necessary for resistance to the toxin. Would-be cheaters that defect by plasmid loss are automatically killed by nondefecting neighbors as a result of the physical linkage of the colicin and resistance genes.
If a social organism has evolved so that most defection mutations directly result in shortterm fitness inferiority, it will be less dependent on mechanisms of cheater restraint that operate via social interactions or selection above the individual level. Foster et al. [12] propose that defector inferiority may be very common due to the ubiquity of pleiotropic gene effects. The ease of finding both cheating and non-successful defector mutants in microbial systems suggests that defector inferiority may be an important, but limited, mechanism for constraining the presence of cheats.
Functional genomic studies will increasingly reveal the number and type of social contribution genes in a variety of social organisms and will allow thorough examination of the frequency with which cheating is genetically nipped in the bud. Beyond that lies the more daunting challenge of understanding the molecular origins of pleiotropic linkages that cause defector inferiority. Once such linkages arise, groups of social organisms bearing them will be at an advantage over groups of individuals in which cheating can more readily evolve.
